Earth Care: a creative workshop
Aim: to engage people in a creative process to deepen their feelings of care and concern for the Earth and
create optimism and hope for the future.
Duration: half day to include tea break
suitable for: training, team building or stand alone workshops
At the start of the session each participant is given 3 blank art cards.
These small cards are credit card size so they can be placed in wallets afterwards.

Step 1 - Vision of a Better World
Duration 30-40 minutes
Briefing the group, “You have free reign to create a world of your dreams – where the highest ideals are natural
to all aspects of life and the earth and all its peoples are treated with the greatest care”.
“Let your imagination wander through this world, what to you see, hear or feel?”
Soft music played for 5-10 minutes while people explore this better world.
After time to think quietly, invite participants to jot down a few key thoughts - and then share these with the
person next to them for 5 minutes each.
Invite people to share with the group some one of their insights/experiences of their better world.
At the end of this session ask each participant to creatively capture a key aspect of their better world on one of
their blank art cards – with colour, symbol, words. This can be done with the soft pastels and pen or pencil
provided.

Step 2 – The Earth Speaks - We Listen
Duration 30-40 mins
Briefing the group, “Imagine the earth is writing you a letter, telling you how it would like to be treated.
What would the Earth say to you?”
“To help access your intuitive side, write the letter with the hand you do not normally write with”.
Then ask each member of the group to share their letter with the group.
On one of the small blank art cards ask them to make an image or symbol plus a few words or short sentence to
capture, “The essence of the letter from Earth to you”.

Step 3 – Being Inspired
Duration 30 – 40 mins
Working around a table the group is given a set of blank cards – number of cards approx 3 x size of the group.
Each person fills in up to 3 cards. Each card they fill in represents a quality they most admire in each of three
other people – which can be a work colleague – a friend – a family member
These cards are then pooled on the table for each member of the group to look through and choose the one
they feel most inspired by i.e. a personal quality they would like to use more in their life that would have the
greatest impact in helping the Earth at this time.

Briefing the group, “Without telling anyone the quality you have chosen, think about what you would do and how
you would behave if you were living by that quality in a much more powerful way in your life in order to express
greater care for the Earth”.
“Now turn to the person next to you and describe to them what you would do and how you would behave and
let them try to guess the personal attribute you have chosen”.
“Capture your insights on the last of your three cards given to you at the start of the workshop - by creating a
symbol, colours, words to represent your chosen attribute that can help inspire you to live proactively with
greater care for the earth.
Closing Discussion
Put the group into pairs and ask them to discuss:
How they might personally live with greater Earth Care
Why this is worth doing, even if others around them don't make the same choices.
Then bring the whole group together and invite people to share their insights with the group.
Close
Materials - Small blank cards on art card or thick paper - soft pastels - pens, pencils

Open source – a platform for reflection and conversation on sustainability
Earth Care creative workshops are made available as part of the Brahma Kumaris Environment Initiative and are
‘open source’ materials, with a creative commons copyright – which means they can be used and copied
freely, improved by experience, and used only for non-commercial purposes – just attribute the source material
to BKWSU. These resources are suitable for use in organisations as part of sustainability initiatives, helping to
promote greater ownership of environmental policies and more caring lifestyles. Please join us in improving these
materials by leaving your feedback and improvements at http://earthcare.posterous.com

